Video audio microphone placement – Live Stream Video

“x” below and text indicate placement, exact placement of x on diagram not to scale. Mic stands are ~21’ tall.

Figure 1: Performance Field Diagram

--- indicates field markings.
- - - indicates actual regulation boundary, which extends to the back wall of the stadium floor.
- - - - indicates are allowed for field entrance.
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15’6” from front sideline aligned with the 35 yardline

15’6” from front sideline aligned with the 35 yardline

21’6” from front sideline (or as far back as possible in stadiums where less than 21’6” available) aligned with the 50 yardline

H.S. - 53’ 4” from front and back sidelines
NCAA & TX - 60’ from front and back sidelines
Pro - 70’ 9” (hash marks closest to center of field)